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Resource Information

URL: http://sourceforge.net/projects/open-ms/

Proper Citation: OpenMS (RRID:SCR_012042)

Description: An algorithm to align LC-MS samples and to match corresponding ion species across samples.

Resource Type: software resource

Defining Citation: PMID:17646306, DOI:10.1186/1471-2105-9-163

Keywords: standalone software, mac os x, unix/linux, windows, c++, python, bio.tools

Availability: GNU Lesser General Public License

Resource Name: OpenMS

Resource ID: SCR_012042

Alternate IDs: biotools:openms


Record Creation Time: 20220129T080308+0000

Record Last Update: 20240424T182919+0000
No rating or validation information has been found for OpenMS.

No alerts have been found for OpenMS.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** [SciCrunch Registry](SciCrunch Registry)

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 136 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org](FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org).
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